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Abstract

The specific recognition of the DNA is crucial for the correct functioning of the
cell. Although its mechanisms are extensively studied, the actual process is not
yet fully understood, partly due to the variance observed in readout mechanisms
so far. In this work, a particular type of specific recognition is examined: the
shape readout in the DNA minor groove. Based on a statistical analysis of three-
dimensional structures of protein–DNA complexes acquired from the Protein Data
Bank, I propose a previously unrecorded readout mechanism of widened minor
grooves by hydrophobic amino acids. In addition, the effect of DNA sequence
on the topography of the contacted locus, the preferred secondary structures and
the interaction between the protein and DNA are explored, as well as the relative
information amount of examined features concerning the DNA deformation.

Keywords: minor groove; DNA; shape readout; protein–DNA interactions; DNA
sequence recognition
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Abstrakt

Specifické rozpoznání DNA je základem správného fungování buňky. Ačkoliv je
tento proces usilovně studován, jeho obecný mechanismus zatím nebyl objeven.
Jedním z důvodů je i variabilita dosud pozorovaných mechanismů. V této práci
se věnuji konkrétnímu typu specifického rozpoznání DNA — nepřímému čtení
v malém žlábku DNA. Na základě statistické analýzy trojrozměrných struktur
protein–DNA komplexů získáných z Protein Data Bank navrhuji dosud nepopsaný
mechanismus čtení rozšířeného malého žlábku pomocí hydrofobních aminokyselin.
V získaných datech je dále zkoumán vliv DNA sekvence na topografii kontak-
tované DNA, preferované sekundární struktury kontaktujícího proteinu, interakce
mezi proteinem a DNA a relativní obsah informace o deformacích DNA v jed-
notlivých vlastnostech rozhraní proteinu a DNA.

Klíčová slova: malý žlábek; DNA; rozpoznání tvaru; interakce proteinu a DNA;
rekognice DNA sekvence
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Structure and function of DNA
In most known types of cell, the genetic information is stored in one or
multiple molecules of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Its monomers, the nu-
cleotides, consist of a deoxyribose, a phosphate group and a nucleobase.
The deoxyriboses and the phosphate groups constitute the so-called sugar-
phosphate backbone of the DNA. The genetic information is encoded by the
sequence of DNA nucleobases, i.e., adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C)
and thymine (T). Adenine and guanine molecule are derived from the purine
molecule. Therefore, they are sometimes mentioned as purine bases (R). The
other two nucleobases, cytosine and thymine, are labeled as pyrimidine nu-
cleobases (Y) as they are chemically derived from the pyrimidine molecule.
A nucleobase can pair with a complementary nucleobase (the complementary
base pairs are A–T and G–C). The complementary base pairs are connected
by two (in A–T base pairs) or three (in G–C base pairs) hydrogen bonds in
the double stranded DNA [1].

The genetic information in the DNA is not limited to encoded proteins.
Many regulation sequences are present in the DNA, too. These sites can be
recognized and bound by specific protein molecules that among other things
implement DNA replication, DNA transcription and regulation of these pro-
cesses. A succesful execution of the site recognition is necessary for correct
function of the processes listed above [1].

Binding of a protein transcription factor to the DNA is not necessarily
specific. Some interactions can be attributed to nonspecific electrostatic
interactions, such as attraction between the negatively charged DNA and
a positively charged binding domain. Low-complexity sequences in the DNA
can also attract transcription factors. These nonspecific interactions between
a protein and DNA are generally weaker than the specific ones. Binding
events between a protein and the DNA occur frequently, however, a big part
of them does not seem to affect gene expression [2].
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Specific recognition is facilitated by DNA-binding domains with high
affinity towards a particular DNA sequence. The recognized sequences are
relatively short and can appear randomly in the genome. Binding of these
sites can be regulated on many levels: epigenetic modification of the site that
results in lower affinity of the binding domain to the modified sequence, lim-
itation of access to the site by histone positioning and so on. Even cellular
context has been shown to affect the binding of some transcription factors [1,
2, 3]. This is one of the reasons why it is complicated to understand these
processes in vivo.

Several studies were conducted aiming to decipher the DNA readout pro-
cess on the level of single amino acids. Many of these studies make use of
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [4, 5, 6], where a growing number of three-
dimensional (3D) structures of the protein–DNA complexes have been made
available. Some prevalences have been described, such as preferences of some
amino acids to contact particular grooves and bases or specific binding of
minor groove shapes and the associated physicochemical properties of the
DNA [7, 8, 9, 10]. However, the efforts still continue to uncover the DNA
readout code.

1.2 DNA topography and structural varia-
tions

A DNA molecule is mostly present in the cell in the form of a double he-
lix formed by two polynucleotide chains of complementary sequences. The
surface of the helix shows the so-called minor and major grooves [1]. These
grooves are mutually asymmetric, as the two opposing glycosidic bonds be-
tween the ribose and the nucleobase are not in line. Each groove contains a
different set of functional groups (Figure 1.1) [11]. The groove shapes vary
between different DNA conformations, however, alteration of one groove af-
fects the shape of the other [12].

The specific shape of the DNA helix in its free state (unbound by a
protein) depends on the DNA sequence as well as on the environment of the
DNA molecule. The stability of the helix can be affected by temperature
and salt concentrations due to the influence both these variables have on the
stacking interactions in the helix [12, 13, 14, 15].

The global structural features of a DNA helix can be categorized into con-
formations. The best-known and most common conformation is B-DNA [11].
This conformation appears in a humid environment, while if the humidity
levels are decreased, the B-DNA is prone to transform to the A-DNA. The
A-DNA conformation is more compact (axial rise per residue 2.55 Å for A-
DNA, 3.40 Å for B-DNA) and wider (23.00 Å in diameter for A-DNA, 20.00 Å
for B-DNA). It also displays a wider minor groove than the B-DNA, while
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Figure 1.1: Differences of functional group patterns displayed by Watson-
Crick base pairs in the major and minor grooves.

its major groove is narrowed in the same comparison. A-DNA and B-DNA
conformations contrast in terms of the base pair tilt as well (20◦ and −6◦, re-
spectively). Another difference between these conformations is the preferred
sugar pucker: in B-DNA, the deoxyribose is usually found in C2’-endo con-
formation, while in A-DNA, C3’-endo conformation occurs more frequently.
Other minor differences can be found in rotation per residue or number of
residues on a helical turn [16].

The helix of both A-DNA and B-DNA display right-handed rotation.
The Z-DNA conformation is on the other hand distinctive for its left-handed
rotation, albeit the absolute value of the rotation is similar to those of A-
DNA and B-DNA. This conformation is relatively thinner than the other
two (18.0 Å in diameter) and its axial rise is similar to that of the B-DNA
(3.7 Å per residue). This conformation can also contain glycosidic bond in
both anti and syn conformations, often in alternating order. It is found in
high salt concentrations [16, 17].

The definition of both A-DNA and B-DNA conformations span a wide
range of structures. Clustering of torsion angles in the DNA helix revealed
two distinct clusters of structures that can be labeled as in the B-DNA con-
formation (BI, BII), two that can be labeled as in the A-DNA conformation
(AI, AII), and two more displaying features of both A-DNA and B-DNA
(A/B, B/A) [18].
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To formally describe DNA geometry on the level of a single base pair or
two adjacent base pairs, a set of descriptors was defined and is widely used.
For a single base pair, one of the descriptors is propeller twist that is defined
as the rotation of the planes of the paired nucleobases about the y-axis. The
respective position of two adjacent bases is often covered by helical twist, i.e.
the rotation of the planes of the adjacent base pair about the z-axis, and roll,
rotation of the planes of the adjacent base pair about the y-axis [3, 19, 20].

The sequence may influence the preferred conformation and the overall
structure of the helix. GC-rich sequences tend to form a rigid helix with a
relatively wide minor groove [17, 21]. In low humidity, these sequences favor
A-DNA conformation [14]. Preferred conformations of different dinucleotide
steps in the PDB were found to be BII for GpG step, BII and B/A for GpC
and A/B for CpG step. The CpC appears mostly in the BI conformation [18].

On the other hand, AT-rich sequences are more variable and more flexible.
The TpT and ApA steps prefer the BI conformation. For ApT step, B/A
conformation was found most often. Another RpY step, GpC, also favors
this conformation. The TpA step was represented too sparsely to have a
preferred conformation [18].

On a slightly larger scale, the structural effects of the so-called A-tracts
can be seen. The A-tracts consist of consecutive ApT, ApA or TpT nucleotide
steps (hence the name A-tracts) and coincide with narrow minor grooves and
induce DNA bending. This could be associated with weaker hydrogen bond
base pairing of the A–T base pairs in comparison with the G–C base pairs
and by extension, with larger average propeller twist. In turn, increased
propeller twist can result in improvement of base-stacking interactions and
even formation of bifurcated hydrogen bonds between the DNA levels. A-
tracts can also introduce an intrinsic global bend to the DNA, narrowing the
DNA minor groove. This phenomenon can be attributed to the enhanced
negative roll of the A-tracts [9, 12, 13, 22, 23, 24].

The TpA sequences affect the DNA structure in a different way. The
TpA dinucleotide can be classified as one of the YpR steps. In these steps
(TpA, TpG, CpA and to a lesser extent CpG), a loss of stacking interactions
can introduce local kinks in the DNA helix, providing a hinge-like point of
flexibility in the helix and an opportunity for a DNA-contacting residue to
intercalate into the helix [12, 17, 25, 26, 27].

In structures acquired by X-ray crystallography, as well as in simulations
of molecular dynamics, the YpR dinucleotide steps display high positive roll
values in comparison with other dinucleotide steps and with the ideal B-
DNA conformation. The structural parameters of the YpR group were also
observed to be significantly affected by the flanking nucleotide in the 3’ di-
rection in simulations of molecular dynamics [24, 25, 28].

The effect of TpA steps on the overall DNA topography can be observed
on a large scale as well as on a scale of single dinucleotide step. The prime
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example of the effect TpA steps have is the TATA-box sequence, which has
a widely open minor groove as a result of a bend in the helix [12, 29].

1.3 Specific DNA recognition mechanisms
The specificity of readout is achieved through a number of mechanisms.
These mechanisms can be divided into two groups: the base readout (also
called direct readout) and the shape readout (also called indirect readout) [2,
12].

The base readout includes all mechanisms of directly binding a pattern
of functional groups of a particular DNA sequence. This can be achieved by
forming a direct or a water-mediated hydrogen bond as well as a hydropho-
bic contact between the DNA chain and an amino acid residue. Hydrophobic
contacts are usually formed between a residue and a thymine methyl group
that protrudes into the major groove in the A-DNA and B-DNA conforma-
tions. This type of readout achieves high specificity in the DNA major groove,
where the pattern of functional group is unique to specific DNA sequence [2,
12, 17].

In the minor groove, however, the sequence is not readable in the same
manner; TA and AT base pairs and CG and GC base pairs are indistinguish-
able based on the displayed pattern of functional groups (Figure 1.1). Here,
specificity can be achieved through shape readout. This group of readout
mechanisms covers all forms of structural feature recognition. It is not lim-
ited to the minor groove and can be employed to recognize specific loci from
the major groove as well [2, 12, 17]. Importance of DNA shape for binding
of the minor groove was proved experimentally for the restriction enzyme
HincII, the Fis protein and for the Hox protein [12, 22, 26, 30, 31].

Some well-known architectural proteins interact exclusively with the mi-
nor DNA groove, namely TATA-binding protein (TBP), high mobility group
protein 1 (HMG-1) or integration host factor. Their binding to the DNA
comes with a significant alteration of the DNA structure. The binding of
TBP was thoroughly studied as it is present in all eukaryotic cells and takes
part in the initiation of transcription [32].

The sequence and topography of the DNA carry a number of features
(on the level of a single base pair as well as on the global scale) that can be
exploited by DNA-binding proteins to increase the specifity of their binding
motifs. There are several protein families that specifically recognize a specific
DNA conformation, such as TBP, specialized for recognition of the TA-DNA,
a variant of the A-DNA found in the TATA-boxes or the fish kinase PKZ
and the immune system receptor DLM-1, both specifically interact with the
Z-DNA conformation [12, 17, 29, 33].

Similarly, multiple DNA-binding proteins specifically recognize a local
structural abnormality in the DNA. For example, Hox protein Scr binds the
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aforementioned narrow A-tracts [31]. Certain hydrophobic amino acids have
been shown to have a significant role in stabilizing the kinked or bent DNA
by intercalating into the helix. Well-studied example of this phenomenon can
be found in the binding of a TATA-box by the TBP, where two phenylala-
nine residues intercalate into the DNA helix. If these intercalating residues
are absent, the structure of the complex changes [12, 13, 26, 27, 29]. Other
examples include intercalation of phenylalanine, leucine, or other hydropho-
bic residues into the DNA structure by mitochondrial transcription factor
A, male sex-determining factor SRY as well as bacterial catabolite control
protein A. It is not uncommon for a DNA-binding protein to interact with
both global and local structure of the DNA, as described in detail for the
TBP and others [12, 27].

The significance of DNA shape for recognition is also supported by the
improvement shape information can bring into the prediction of binding
sites [34, 35, 36]. It also appears that the reading of the DNA shape can
be associated with the epigenetic regulation of transcription via cytosine
methylation [3].

The binding of a protein can have a deformative effect on the DNA, but
the comparison of free and bound DNA structures revealed the retaining of
the main DNA topography features in both [37]. The DNA binding by the
restriction enzyme HincII is also accompanied by helix deformation. This
enzyme bends the contacted DNA at the flexible YR step contained in the
GTYRAC motif. The deformation of the helix is associated with an in-
tercalation of a glutamine side chain into it. This behavior appears to be
at least partly retained if the intercalating glutamine is mutated; the helix
deformation is present at a lesser magnitude [26]. Sandmann et al. [27] sim-
ulated the molecular dynamics of the distortions caused by amino acid side
chain intercalation for multiple minor groove-binding proteins, such as TBP
or representatives of the HMG protein family, and showed that the degree of
deformation depends on the presence of the intercalating residue(s).

The recognition mechanisms of DNA topography are also reflected by
evolutionary selection afflicting the different single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in the genome; Parker et al. [38] found correlations between structure-
altering SNPs in the non-coding DNA and its altered phenotypes, a phe-
nomenon pointing to evolutionary constraints on the DNA structure of the
binding sites, as the same or a similar structure can be formed by a different
sequence. In human genome, multiple SNPs in transcription factor binding
sites linked with a disease also cause an alteration in the local DNA shape.
A study on SNPs in Drosophila melanogaster suggested that the shape of
the functional regions of the genome is more conserved than the rest of the
non-coding part of the genome [39].

DNA recognition is facilitated by an interplay of shape and base readout
mechanisms in both the minor and major grooves [2]. Although the binding
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site itself appears relatively short, its surroundings take part in the recogni-
tion process; different transcription factors preferentially bind sequences of
specific GC content, a feature associated with the DNA flexibility [40].

The amino acid composition of the protein–DNA interface and DNA
shape of the contacted loci have been shown to correlate, too. The study
by Rohs et al. [9] showed that in the narrow minor grooves, arginine is the
main and almost only type of contacting residues. The narrowing of the
minor groove enhances the negative electrostatic potential, which is prefer-
entially recognized by the positive charge of the arginine residues. Further
examples include the hydrophobic amino acids that have been shown to con-
tact the DNA helix in the vicinity of C3’-endo sugar conformation and by
extension the A-DNA conformation [10].

The composition of interfaces and prevalences of the contacting residues
to form any kind of interactions with the DNA is closely related to the mech-
anism used to achieve specificity in DNA binding. The size of a protein–DNA
interface was estimated by Janin et al. [41] to contain on average 24 amino
acid residues and 12 nucleotides. In such a complex, a multitude of interac-
tions can form.

Attempts were made to assign a specific interaction pattern to particular
amino acids. The positively charged arginine and lysine residues often occur
at the protein–DNA interface. They are both prone to form hydrogen bond
with the phosphate group, the sugar molecule or the nucleobase, arginine
being the more probable of the two. Other amino acids that preferentially
contact the DNA and form a hydrogen bond with it are serine (mostly with
the phosphate group) and asparagine (mostly with the nucleobase) [7, 12,
42].

The way a DNA-binding protein recognizes a binding site is similar for
proteins classified into a particular protein family [13, 20]. Similar structural
features of the DNA are recognized by proteins from the same family of
transcription factors, even though members of the same protein family can
preferentially bind to different binding sites [2, 20].

In this study, I aim to statistically analyze the composition of intermolec-
ular interfaces between the DNA minor grooves and proteins in the 3D struc-
tures available in the PDB. In doing so, I hope to further the understanding of
the relationship between the physicochemical characteristics of the interface
and the local topography of the contacted DNA locus.
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Chapter 2

Materials and methods

2.1 Dataset construction
To create the dataset, all 3D structures that contain a protein chain as well
as a DNA chain were taken from the PDB [4, 5, 6] on August 30, 2018. A
total of 4, 783 structures were downloaded.

As it is the most common form of DNA in the cell, the analysis is limited
to the double helical regions. To identify DNA in this form, the 3DNA
program (version v2.3.2-2017dec26) [43] was used to find all DNA helices
that do not contain any HETATM records and consist only of the standard
deoxyribonucleotides (deoxyribonucleotides with unmodified nucleobases A,
C, G, T). These helices were further validated to have complete information
on the non-hydrogen atom positions. The DNA chains that do not form a
helix or do not comply with the requirements above were not included in the
analysis.

Using the PISCES server [44], structures which satisfy the above re-
quirements were filtered to contain only the structures obtained using X-ray
diffraction and resolved to a resolution of 3.5 Å or better. In the next step,
the protein chains in these structures were refined to have a 90% maximal
mutual sequence identity. The resulting dataset consists of 976 protein chains
found in 857 PDB structures.

The non-redundant set of protein chains was further processed to acquire
amino acid residues that are in contact with a DNA groove. Two reference
atoms were defined for each nucleobase: N3 and N6 for adenine, N3 and O6
for guanine, O2 and O4 for thymine, and finally O2 and N4 for cytosine for
the minor and major grooves, respectively (Figure 2.1), as they are positioned
approximately in the middle of the major and minor DNA grooves.

These reference atoms were used to identify amino acid residues in contact
with the DNA grooves. The nearest reference atom in the corresponding
DNA helix was found for every amino acid residue in the non-redundant
dataset of protein chains. The distance between a reference atom and an
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Figure 2.1: Reference atoms (red) in the minor and major grooves.

amino acid residue was defined as the minimal Euclidean distance between
the reference atom and any atom of the amino acid residue. A set of minor
groove-contacting amino acid residues was obtained as a collection of all
residues for which the nearest reference atom belongs to the minor groove
and is situated at most 6.0 Å away.

2.2 Description of the groove dimensions
The 3DNA program assigns the minor and major groove width to each dinu-
cleotide step. To link this width value to a contacting residue in the dataset,
each residue was associated with a dinucleotide step consisting of the closest
nucleotide pair and the closer adjacent one. As a result, a total of 1, 293
amino acid residues with an associated minor groove width value were ac-
quired. In the following analysis, this dataset will be denoted as DS1. The
number of amino acid residues of individual types can be found in Table 2.1.

The robustness of the 6.0 Å threshold was tested by the following ap-
proach: the DS1 was compared to a dataset acquired by the same process
with a 6.0 Å threshold extended for a random positive number from the nor-
mal distribution (N (0, 0.1)) for 1, 000 times. In each of the comparisons, the
difference in size and in amino acid distribution was measured. The change
in amino acid distribution is measured as Kullback–Leibler divergence [45]
(SciPy implementation [46]) of the amino acid frequencies in the DS1 and
the new dataset. While the mean number of the added residues reaches
46.02 (standard deviation 4.87), the resulting mean Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence of the amino acid frequencies equals 8 · 10−4 bit (standard deviation
2 · 10−4 bit). With regards to these results, the 6.0 Å threshold is considered
robust in terms of amino acid distribution.

The minor groove-contacting residues were classified into three categories
based on the associated width value: narrow (width is less than 11.0 Å,
Figure 2.2, part a), standard (width is between 11.0 and 17.0 Å including
the edge values, Figure 2.2, part b), and wide (width is more than 17.0 Å,
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the minor grooves of different widths: (a) narrow
minor groove (T4 Endonuclease VII H43N mutant in complex with heterodu-
plex DNA, PDB ID 2QNF); (b) minor groove of the B-DNA conformation
(human Pax-6 paired domain–DNA complex, PDB ID 6PAX); (c) wide mi-
nor groove and bending of the DNA helix (topoisomerase II alpha bound to
DNA, PDB ID 4FM9). In this case, the wide minor groove is associated with
the bending of the DNA structure. The minor groove nitrogen and oxygen
atoms are colored blue and red, respectively. Visualised using PyMol [47].

Figure 2.2, part c) minor groove-contacting amino acids.
The values of 11.0 and 17.0 Å correspond approximately to the 15th and

85th percentiles of minor groove width distribution in the DS1 dataset. The
definition of the narrow minor groove in this study is equivalent to the one
used in Rohs et al. [9] despite the difference in technique of groove width
measurement. As an illustration, in the ideal models of B-DNA and A-DNA
of the same sequence as provided by the 3DNA program the minor grooves
would be classified as standard (minor groove width 11.7 Å) and wide (minor
groove width 18.5 Å), respectively.

2.3 Identification of protein families
The set of minor groove-contacting residues was then used as input for the
InterProScan program [48] in order to examine the distribution of protein

ALA ARG ASN ASP CYS GLN GLY GLU HIS ILE

DS1 83 310 69 27 2 45 131 27 40 37
DS2 68 294 53 27 1 45 116 21 38 32

LEU LYS MET PHE PRO SER THR TRP TYR VAL

DS1 38 117 26 54 56 72 62 15 41 42
DS2 21 111 16 36 45 64 52 14 37 27

Table 2.1: The numbers of residues for all amino acid types in the DS1 and
DS2 datasets.
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families in the dataset. Three different databases were used to assign the
protein family group: Pfam [49], SUPERFAMILY [50, 51] and Gene3D [52].
No significant disagreements between the databases were found. However,
only the Pfam database offered a unique classification of residues into fami-
lies, therefore the Pfam classification is used in this work.

An abundance of residues classified into the HMG protein family
(PF00505) and the TBP protein family (PF00352) was identified in the
category of wide minor groove-contacting amino acid residues. Residues
from these protein families constitute 16 % and 13 % of the wide minor
groove-contacting amino acids, respectively. Both the HMG and TBP pro-
tein families were observed in association with distorted DNA. There is
no other Pfam protein family containing more than 10 % of the residues
in contact with the wide minor groove in the DS1. In order to eliminate
the possibility that the observed phenomena are family-specific features, a
second dataset (DS2) was created by pruning all residues from the HMG and
TBP protein families from the DS1. The DS2 dataset contains 1, 103 amino
acid residues linked with a corresponding minor groove width value. The
distribution of residue types can be found in Table 2.1.

2.4 Relationship between the type of residue
and minor groove width

Two approaches were employed to study the link between the amino acid
composition of the protein–DNA interface and the width of the DNA mi-
nor groove. Firstly, the distributions of the residue types in the different
width categories of minor groove-contacting residues were examined. Conse-
quently, the differences between the width categories were quantified using
the relative entropy score, also known as Kullback–Leibler divergence [45],
as implemented by SciPy [46].

Secondly, the distribution of minor groove widths associated with a spe-
cific amino acid residue type was compared to the distribution of minor
groove widths corresponding to the other amino acids. For this analy-
sis, amino acids were divided into a hydrophobic group (alanine, glycine,
isoleucine, leucine, methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine, valine)
and a non-hydrophobic group (asparagine, aspartate, cysteine, glutamine,
glutamate, histidine, lysine, proline, serine, threonine). Every distribution
of widths associated with a single amino acid type in the hydrophobic group
was compared using the one-sided Mann–Whitney U test [53] to the distri-
bution of minor groove widths associated with all amino acid residues in the
non-hydrophobic group. Minor groove width distributions associated with
amino acids in the non-hydrophobic group were tested one by one against
the width distribution associated with all other amino acids in the non-
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hydrophobic group. The null and the alternative hypotheses of this test were
defined as

H0 : median(D1) − median(D2) = 0
HA : median(D1) − median(D2) > 0

(2.1)

where D1 denotes the distribution of minor groove widths associated with
the tested amino acid and D2 corresponds to the distribution of minor groove
widths associated with the amino acid group (as described above). To per-
form both tests, the SciPy [46] implementation was used.

Arginine could be classified into the non-hydrophobic group, but these
residues were excluded from the Mann–Whitney U tests. This type of
residues is the most numerous (see Table 2.1) and has been shown to be
mostly in contact with narrow minor grooves [9]. Including arginine in the
non-hydrophobic group would skew the associated minor groove width distri-
bution significantly and result in a distinctly lower median value of the minor
groove width distribution associated with the non-hydrophobic group. If mi-
nor groove widths associated with arginine residues were to be included, the
statistical test described above would be functionally equivalent with testing
the difference in the median minor groove width associated with arginine and
the other amino acids.

2.5 Protein structure description
Using the DSSP program (version v2.2.1) [54], the secondary structures of
the protein chains in the non-redundant dataset acquired using the PISCES
server were identified. The DSSP program provides information about sec-
ondary structures for every amino acid residue in the protein 3D structure.
For every amino acid residue in the DS1 and DS2, secondary structure fre-
quencies were found for every minor groove width category. To acquire the
information about secondary structure that cannot be identified by the DSSP
program (for example, polyproline helix), the values of dihedral angles ϕ and
ψ (calculated by the DSSP) were used to construct a Ramachandran plot
for each combination of DNA minor groove width category and amino acid
type.

In addition to the secondary structure, further information on the inter-
actions between protein and the DNA helix was obtained using the SNAP
program from the 3DNA suite (version v2.42) [43]. Using this program,
hydrogen bonds between an amino acid residue and a deoxyribose in a nu-
cleotide, hydrogen bonds between an amino acid residue and a phosphate,
hydrogen bonds between an amino acid residue and a nucleobase and non-
polar interactions were deteccted.
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2.6 Conservation of minor groove-contacting
residues

The PfamScan program [55] was used to identify the positions of minor
groove-contacting residues in the respective Pfam family multiple sequence
alignment. The conservation score of a position was calculated as the fre-
quency of amino acids of the same type as the minor groove-contacting
residue assigned to the position.

2.7 DNA sequence features
The relationship between the contacting amino acid residue and the sequence
of the contacted dinucleotide step was probed. However, it is possible that
any such relationship is family-specific. To investigate this possibility, the
distribution of protein families was examined for every observed combination
of contacting amino acid type and the sequence of the contacted dinucleotide
step. No robust statistical analysis was possible due to the low number of
examples.

To inspect the effect of DNA sequence on the minor groove width in the
protein–DNA complexes, a contacted section of a DNA helix was defined as
the longest sequence of dinucleotide steps contacted by residues with breaks
of up to 2 dinucleotide steps allowed. The contacted section was found for
every DNA helix in the non-redundant dataset of protein–DNA complexes.

A 6-nucleotide sliding window was used to examine the contacted section
of the DNA helix. The length of the sliding window is derived from the
technique of measuring the minor groove width. The minor groove width
w(i) of the i-th dinucleotide step is defined by the 3DNA program as

w(i) = 1
2(dist(Pi+1, pi−2) + dist(Pi+2, pi−1)), (2.2)

where Pj represents the position of the phosphate atom in the j-th dinu-
cleotide on the forward strand and pj denotes the position of the phosphate
atom in the j-th dinucleotide on the reverse strand [56]. The dist function
corresponds to the Euclidean distance in 3D space. The measured value of
minor groove width is therefore derived from a 6-base long section of a helix.

To every hexamer created by this analysis, a minor groove width value
was assigned as the minor groove width of the middle dinucleotide step.
Hexamer-contacting residues were defined as a set of all residues associated
with any of the dinucleotide steps of the hexamer in question. Additionally,
for each hexamer the GC content was calculated and assigned as a portion
of GC pairs in the hexamer sequence. The GC content of a hexamer can
assume seven possible values. The distribution of widths was examined for
every such value.
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2.8 Visualizations of the protein–DNA inter-
face

In order to gain insight into the spatial arrangement and further properties
of the minor groove–protein interface, two types of visualizations of the con-
tacting residues were made. Both of them were created using the PyMOL
program [47].

Firstly, to visually compare the positions of the residues given the
contacted step, a superposition was performed using the Kabsch algo-
rithm [57] (Python implementation http://github.com/charnley/rmsd,
release rmsd-1.3.0). For each amino acid, a set of dinucleotide step–
contacting residue pairs was extracted from the PDB structures and a
reference dinucleotide step was found as the step with minimal average
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the other dinucleotide steps in
the set of dinucleotide step-contacting residue pairs corresponding to the
amino acid. Afterwards, the superposed structures were loaded to PyMOL
and visually inspected.

This analysis allows to find errors in the minor groove-contacting residue
identification. A total of 14 residues were found to be situated in the major
groove while being labeled as minor groove-contacting. These residues had
been removed from the dataset before the statistical analysis described above.

The goal of the second type of visualization was to give an idea about the
electrostatic potential on the surface of the contacted DNA molecule. For
each minor groove width category, representative structures were chosen for
every amino acid–secondary structure pair that was frequently found, i.e.,
which constitutes 2 % or more of the respective width category. In each of
these structures, the electrostatic potential was calculated by solving the non-
linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation using the Adaptive Poisson–Boltzmann
Solver (APBS) PyMol plugin [58]. The calculations were carried out at the
temperature of 310 K with a single Debye–Hückel boundary condition in the
AMBER force field [59]. The dielectric constants were defined as 2.0 for the
solute molecule and 78.0 for the solvent. For the calculation, the presence of
both positively and negatively (±1 ec) charged ions with the respective radii
of 2.0 and 1.8 Å was assumed in the concentration of 0.15 M.

2.9 Information amount corresponding to
different feature combinations

From the investigations described above a broad dataset of protein–minor
groove interface descriptors emerged. For each residue in contact with the
minor groove in the non-redundant dataset, a number of features became
available: (1) amino acid type; (2) sequence of the contacted step; (3) se-
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quence of the contacted hexamer; (4) list of amino acids that contacts the
same hexamer; (5) classification into a protein family; (6) the presence of hy-
drogen bonds between the amino acid and the sugar molecule, the phosphate
or the nucleobase and (7) the presence of other types of bonding (mostly van
der Waals interactions). In addition, dihedral angles in the amino acid side
chain were calculated as a dot product of the vectors of neighboring bonds
in the side chain.

To compare the importance of all the mentioned features for the minor
groove width of the contacted DNA, the following approaches were applied.
Firstly, the information gain score was calculated for every discrete feature
(all of the features except dihedral angles in the amino acid side chain) as the
Kullback–Leibler divergence between the joint probability distribution of the
feature and minor groove width category and the product of the respective
marginal distributions. The resulting information gain describes the differ-
ence between the actual probability distribution of the two features and a
hypothetical probability distribution acquired by treating the two marginal
distributions as independent. The higher the number, the more information
the minor groove width and the feature in question share.

Comparing both discrete and continuous features was carried out in a
different manner. Let F be a feature or a combination of features associated
with minor groove-contacting residues and a minor groove width. To estimate
the amount of information on the DNA distortion (represented by the minor
groove width or the minor groove width category) the feature F holds, a
machine learning model was trained on the data from the feature(s) F . The
performance of the trained model was then used to compare the amount of
information given by different features or feature combinations.

Two possible issues could arise with this approach. Firstly, the general-
izing abilities of the chosen machine learning algorithm may affect the pre-
diction. To overcome this issue, multiple different machine learning models
were applied on a set of features F simultaneously. For the regression tasks
(i.e., for prediction of the minor groove width), linear regression, ridge regres-
sion, support vector machine, random forest and a multilayer neural network
with one hidden layer were used. For the classification tasks (i.e., for pre-
diction of the minor groove width category), linear and ridge regression were
replaced with logistic regression while keeping the regression version of the
other models.

The second issue is the overfitting of the model. In order to reliably
estimate the performance of a classifier or a regressor, the final performance
value was given as the average performance achieved in a 10-fold CV on a
model with the best hyperparameters (Figure 2.3). Hyperparameters were
learned in each iteration by an exhaustive grid search with a 3-fold CV for
each parameter combination. In each round of either the 10-fold or the 3-fold
CV on classification models, the frequencies of the classes were maintained
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Figure 2.3: Flow of a single iteration of the 10-fold cross validation in the
machine learning pipeline. CV stands for cross validation.

after the split into train and test sets. This pipeline was created using the
Scikit-learn Python library [60].

During the preprocessing, the following procedures were applied to the
data. All Pfam identificators assigned to less than 1 % of the dataset were
pooled. It is worth mentioning that more than a half of residues in the DS1
does not belong to any Pfam protein family at all. The discrete features
were encoded using one-hot-encoding except for the list of amino acids that
contacts the same hexamer as the contacting residue. Here, a single bit
indicated the presence of each amino acid. This encoding resulted in 20 values
for each contacting residue.

Regression models were evaluated using the mean squared error (MSE)
of predicted values, while performance of classification models was estimated
as the accuracy of the prediction, i.e., the portion of correctly classified test
examples. Baseline error was defined for every model as the error of a model
that was given no data (a constant) for regression or as the accuracy of a
classifier that assigns the most frequent class for classification.

To determine whether two sets of features F1, F2 are significantly differ-
ent in terms of minor groove width prediction, the two sets of the 10-fold CV
results produced by the same machine learning model (for example, linear
regression) were compared using the two-sided Mann–Whitney U test. This
test was done for every machine learning algorithm employed.

Lastly, validation error distribution produced by the best regression mod-
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els was additionally probed for correlations with the X-ray structure resolu-
tion and PDB quality scores (R-value, R-free value). Pearson correlation
coefficient was calculated using the SciPy implementation [46]. The best
models used the following feature combinations: amino acid type, secondary
structure, sequence of the contacted hexamer; amino acid type, secondary
structure, interactions with DNA and list of other contacting amino acids;
amino acid type, secondary structure, sequence of the contacted hexamer,
interactions with DNA and list of other contacting amino acids; all the men-
tioned combinations with Pfam ID.

After the machine learning analysis had been performed, the classification
into the Pfam protein families was observed to be the most informative single
feature (see bellow). As it is an artificial classification, its relationship to
other features merited further analysis. Firstly, the residues assigned to
a Pfam domain with low population in DS1 or not classified into a Pfam
domain at all were culled to strengthen signals given by other protein families.
The analysis of information in the feature(s) on the minor groove width was
repeated on the culled DS1. Secondly, in order to determine whether a
specific protein family determines the minor groove–protein interface, the
pipeline was applied to the prediction of Pfam families from the protein–
DNA description as well.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Distribution of amino acids in the minor
groove width categories

Firstly, the residues in DS1 and DS2 were divided into the minor groove width
categories. The frequencies of amino acids were calculated (Figures 3.1).
From the comparison of the categories it is evident that the narrow and
standard minor grooves are prevalently contacted by arginine residues, con-
stituting 56.8 % of narrow and 27.6 % of standard minor groove-contacting
residues.

In the wide minor grooves, arginine residues (8.8 % of the wide mi-
nor groove-contacting residues) are tied with alanine (11.5 %) and glycine
residues (10.4 %). Propensities of leucine, isoleucine, valine, phenylalanine
are elevated amongst the wide minor groove-contacting residues in compari-
son with the other categories. This elevation is more apparent in DS1 while
in DS2, the frequencies of leucine and phenylalanine are lowered (from 6.0 %
to 3.5 % for leucine and from 8.1 % to 6.1 % for phenylalanine). The to-
tal proportion of hydrophobic amino acids, i.e. leucine, isoleucine, valine,
phenylalanine, proline, tryptophane and methionine, is comparable with the
proportion of arginines in the narrow minor grooves in both datasets despite
the decrease in frequency of some hydrophobic amino acids in DS2 (57.3 %
of DS1, 55.7 % of DS2).

Pairwise differences of the residue distributions were quantified using the
relative entropy measure (Table 3.1). The distribution of residues in standard
minor grooves differs from both extreme categories by a similar amount,
approximately 0.5 bit of information. However, the difference between the
narrow and wide minor grooves-binding motif compositions is nearly five
times higher, suggesting a significant dissimilarity of the respective binding
motifs.

The arginine enrichment in the narrow minor groove was observed and
explained in Rohs et al. [9] as a result of the attraction between the negative
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Distribution DS1 DS2
entropy [bit] entropy [bit]

Narrow to standard minor groove 0.58 0.61
Wide to standard minor groove 0.48 0.40
Wide to narrow minor groove 2.67 2.57

Table 3.1: Differences between the amino acid frequency distributions found
in the narrow, standard and wide minor grooves measured using relative
entropy.

electrostatic potential in the narrow minor groove and the positive charge
of the arginine side chain. Elevated presence of hydrophobic amino acids
was detected in the vicinity of nucleotides in the C3’-endo sugar pucker,
correlating with the A-DNA conformation [10]. The minor groove width of
an ideal form of this conformation was estimated by the 3DNA program as
18.5 Å. This value would be sorted into the wide minor groove category. Yet,
sugar puckerings of the contacted nucleotides in our dataset are not limited
to the C3’-endo pucker. Instead, only 11 % of contacted dinucleotide steps
consists only of these steps. More than 80 % of the contacted steps contains
one or more nucleotides in a different sugar pucker than the favored C3’-endo
or C2’-endo. The contacting protein motif may serve as a stabilizing agent
here. A stabilizing role of the hydrophobic amino acids (leucine, methionine,
phenylalanine or valine) can be essential for highly distorted DNA helices
which differ from the ideal A-DNA conformation but still display a wide
minor groove. Prime example of such a structure is the TATA-box bound by

Figure 3.1: Frequencies of amino acids contacting narrow, standard, and
wide DNA minor grooves (DS1 dataset on the left, DS2 on the right).
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Figure 3.2: Distributions of DNA minor groove widths associated with the
dinucleotides bound by the respective amino acids. Amino acids are sorted
in descending order according to the median of the associated minor groove
width distribution. Whiskers of the boxplots denote the first and last 25 %
of the distributions. Maximal length of a whisker was set to 1.5 times the
interquartile range. Any observations belonging to the whisker range that
is further from the first/third quartile than this threshold is denoted as an
outlier and marked as a dot in the plots.

the TBP [27].

3.2 Distribution of minor groove widths as-
sociated with individual amino acids

As a next step, for each amino acid, the minor groove widths were col-
lected and analyzed. As seen in Figure 3.2, the highest median values of
minor groove widths belong to certain hydrophobic amino acids: isoleucine,
leucine, alanine, phenylalanine and valine. This is true for both DS1 and
DS2. Another hydrophobic amino acid, tyrosine, can be found on the other
side of the spectrum; it is associated with the lowest median minor groove
width in both datasets (not counting cysteine as it is almost not present in
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Amino acid p-value in DS1 p-value in DS2

ALA 7 · 10−11 3 · 10−10

ASN 0.02 0.26
ASP 0.11 5 · 10−3

CYS 0.51 0.94
GLU 2 · 10−3 0.01
GLN 0.82 0.56
GLY 6 · 10−5 8 · 10−6

HIS 0.92 0.64
ILE 5 · 10−7 7 · 10−7

LEU 2 · 10−9 3 · 10−4

LYS 1 1
MET 3 · 10−4 0.09
PHE 1 · 10−10 9 · 10−7

PRO 0.23 0.27
SER 0.05 0.09
THR 0.03 0.29
TRP 0.58 0.28
TYR 0.84 0.76
VAL 1 · 10−10 3 · 10−6

Table 3.2: Results of the one-sided Mann–Whitney U tests for datasets DS1
and DS2.

the dataset).
The two datasets contrast in the case of methionine. In the DS1, minor

groove widths associated with this type of amino acid are in approximately
half of the cases greater than 20 Å. Many of these residues were classified to
the TBP protein family and thus they were excluded from the DS2, lowering
the median to 15 Å in DS2.

The one-sided Mann–Whitney U test reveals that on a confidence level
of 95 %, the median minor groove width in both DS1 and DS2 datasets is
significantly elevated when the dinucleotide step is contacted by an alanine,
isoleucine, leucine, glycine, phenylalanine, valine or glutamic acid residue.
This test further shows that the median of minor groove widths associated
with methionine is, unsurprisingly, significantly elevated in the DS1, however,
in the DS2, the null hypothesis of the test cannot be rejected. Similar results
were shown by asparagine, serine and threonine (results in Table 3.2). In both
used datasets, dinucleotide steps contacted by a single residue are seldom
found. Therefore, a single minor groove width value can be repeated in
the distributions associated with different amino acids. Steps in contact
with aspartate, histidine, isoleucine and tyrosine are frequently contacted by
glycine as well (75 %, 70 %, 58 % and 53 % of the steps contacted by the
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respective amino acid are simultaneously contacted by glycine).
The presence of glycine could affect the width distribution associated with

the mentioned amino acids; however, no similarities were observed among
these distributions (Figure 3.2). On the other hand, the width distribution
associated with glycine (the second most numerous width distribution) does
not seem to be affected as none of the amino acids mentioned above features
in more than 13 % of all glycine-contacted steps. No other pairwise preference
was found.

3.3 Electrostatic potential at the interface
From the first look, the visualizations acquired by the APBS plugin confirm
that minor groove width can indeed function as a proxy to the electrostatic
potential of the interface. The potential on the surface of the narrow minor
groove reaches the minimal measured value, −10 kT

e
(Figure 3.3), and differs

distinctly from the potential on the surface of the DNA backbone. In the
visualizations, the side chain tends to be inserted into the narrow minor
groove regardless of whether the residue is arginine (studied in depth by Rohs
et al. [9], see above) or not. The side chains of lysine, tyrosine or tryptophan
are directed into the groove, too.

The contrast between the groove and the backbone disappears on the
surface of DNA with wide minor groove (Figure 3.4). No enhancement of
the electrostatic potential can be seen in the visualized wide minor grooves.
This suggests the mechanism of wide minor groove recognition is fundamen-
tally different in comparison with the recognition of narrow minor grooves.
Nevertheless, based on this analysis, it cannot be confirmed that the electro-
static potential of the wide minor groove plays no part in the recognition.
The only thing apparent from the acquired visualizations is that the process
of wide minor groove recognition is possibly more complex, as the widening
of the minor groove introduces more degrees of freedom into the system.

3.4 DNA sequence features associated with
minor groove–protein interface proper-
ties

For certain residue types, a preferred dinucleotide sequence was observed.
Leucine residues mostly contact AT or TA base pairs (60 % of all leucine
residues in the DS1), especially ApA/TpT dinucleotide steps (30 % of all
leucine residues in DS1). A significant percentage of isoleucine residues in the
vicinity of dinucleotide steps consist only of AT or TA base pairs (40 % of all
isoleucine residues in the DS1). The most frequent contacted sequences were
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of the electrostatic potential on the surface of the
narrow minor groove–protein interface. Possible values range from −10 kT

e

(red) to 10 kT
e

(blue). For each interface, a picture is taken both with (on
the left) and without (on the right) the contacting amino acid. The following
residues are presented: a) arginine in β-strand sec. structure; b) arginine
in α-helix sec. structure; c) arginine in bend sec. structure; d) arginine in
turn sec. structure; e) arginine without an assigned sec. structure; f) lysine
in bend sec. structure; g) tryptophan in turn sec. structure; h) tyrosine
without an assigned sec. structure.
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Figure 3.4: Visualization of the electrostatic potential on the surface of the
wide minor groove–protein interface. Possible values range from −10 kT

e
(red)

to 10 kT
e

(blue). For each interface, a picture is taken both with (on the left)
and without (on the right) the contacting amino acid. The following residues
are presented: a) alanine in α-helix sec. structure; b) arginine in α-helix sec.
structure; c) asparagine in α-helix sec. structure; d) glycine in β-strand sec.
structure; e) isoleucine in β-strand sec. structure; f) leucine in α-helix sec.
structure; g) phenylalanine in α-helix sec. structure; h) phenylalanine with-
out an assigned sec. structure; i) serine in α-helix sec. structure; j) threonine
in β-strand sec. structure; k) valine in β-strand sec. structure.
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Figure 3.5: Correlation of minor groove width and GC content of a contacted
hexamer, pooled for all residue types.

again the ApA/TpT dinucleotide steps (contacted by 22 % of all isoleucine
residues in the DS1). Dinucleotide steps consisting of AT and TA base pairs
are preferred by valine and alanine as well (40 % of either residues in the
DS1) despite not having any particular sequence preference. Dinucleotide
steps consisting of CG and GC base pairs appear to be often associated
with aspartate and glutamate (48 and 45 % of the respective residue type
contact these sequences). Particularly, the CpC/GpG dinucleotide steps are
favored (33 and 28 % of the respective residue types contact these sequences).
These observations might be associated with a specific protein family. The
populations of these residues are not numerous enough in the used non-
redundant dataset neither to confirm nor to eliminate this possibility.

When the GC content of hexamers in the contacted sections of the helices
was examined, a positive correlation between the mean minor groove width
and the GC content of the hexamer was observed (Figure 3.5). High GC
content is associated with a narrow range of minor groove width values. On
the other side of the spectrum, the hexamers consisting only of AT and TA
base pairs display the lowest mean minor groove width value as well as a
large range with extreme values in both directions (Figure 3.5). This is not
surprising as it was already shown that GC content correlates with widening
of minor grooves [9, 14, 40]. The observed properties of AT-only sequence are
not surprising either. These sequences were observed to form both narrow [9,
23] and extremely wide [61] minor grooves when compared to other possible
sequences.

These correlations are mirrored in the distributions of minor groove
widths and GC content associated with most amino acids. The exceptions
are phenylalanine, glycine, isoleucine, leucine and valine, where the mean
width of the AT-only sequences is increased as the distribution contains
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Figure 3.6: Top: the binding motif of TBP, PDB ID 1QNA (TBP/TATA-
box complex in Arabidopsis thaliana). Two phenylalanine residues (orange)
intercalate into the DNA helix consisting only of AT base pairs (green, GC
base pairs colored blue) either on one or both edges of the motif. Hydrophobic
amino acids in the DNA binding motif are highlighted (violet). Detail on the
right. Similar motifs appear in other TBP/TATA-box complexes — 4ROC
and 1YTB in the used dataset. Bottom: the structure of 5JH0 (mitochondrial
DNA packaging protein Abf2p in complex with DNA, HMG protein family),
classified to the HMG protein family. The DNA contacted by α-helix binding
motifs forms a circle.
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extremely high values of minor groove width. A similar phenomenon was
observed for threonine, proline, glutamate and tyrosine residues. In these
cases, a hydrophobic amino acid can be found in contact with the same
hexamer.

Almost every example of an AT-only hexamer that has an extreme width
value associated (20 Å and more) is taken from one of the following PDB
structures: 1QNA, 1YTB, 4ROC (TBP/TATA-box complex in Arabidopsis
thaliana, yeast and human, TBP protein family), or 5JH0 (mitochondrial
DNA packaging protein Abf2p in complex with DNA, HMG protein fam-
ily). The three representatives of the TBP family bind the minor groove
using a β-sheet with two phenylalanine residues on the edges of the motif.
These residues intercalate into the DNA helix (Figure 3.6, top) between two
nucleotide pairs consisting of AT base pairs.

In the fourth structure, however, no intercalation takes place. Instead,
the contacting residue is a part of a α-helix inserted into the minor groove.
The interpretation of this observation is tricky as the DNA helix appears
to form a circle (Figure 3.6, bottom). Nevertheless, it suggests that the
intercalation of a side chain into the DNA helix is not the only possibility of
stabilizing the wide minor groove.

3.5 Properties of the protein part of the in-
terface

As stated above, extremely wide minor grooves were found in contact with a
β-sheet binding motif as well as with a α-helix binding motif. Based on the
assignment by the DSSP program, certain amino acids showed a link between
the width category of the contacted minor groove and the secondary structure
of the contacting residue (Table 3.3).

A distinct prevalence of the β-strand conformation can be found in the
wide minor grooves for glycine, isoleucine or valine, while in the standard
minor grooves, these residues prefer other conformations. The numbers of
valine residues in the β-strand conformation are decreased in the DS2; they
appear to be specific for the culled protein families, TBP and HMG. The
secondary structure preference for glycine and isoleucine in the wide minor
groove seems unchanged in both datasets.

The number of phenylalanine residues in the α-helix conformation is el-
evated in the wide minor grooves in comparison with the standard minor
grooves. In the DS2, the elevation disappears as this conformation is specific
for the HMG protein family. Tyrosine residues contact preferentially the
standard minor grooves, mostly in the polyproline-II conformation (labeled
as unassigned by the DSSP, derived from the dihedral angles of the residues,
see Figure A.6). If a tyrosine residue is found in the wide minor groove, it is
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usually in the α-helix conformation. Most of these examples come from the
HMG protein family as well, however, the preference is not as clear as for
phenylalanine.

There does not seem to be a clear difference in secondary structures of
the residues in contact with standard and wide minor grooves for alanine and
leucine. Numbers of residues in both α-helix and β-strand are increased in
the wide minor grooves. For both these amino acids, the number of residues
in the α-helix conformation is lowered in the DS2 as approximately half of
these residues is classified in the HMG protein family. No alanine residues in
the β-strand conformation were observed in the standard minor grooves, yet
occurred in meaningful numbers in the wide minor grooves, both in DS1 and
DS2. Albeit noticing multiple leucine residues in the β-strand conformation,
almost none were observed in the DS2, as they were specifically found in the
secondary structures typical for the TBP protein family.

Overall, the β-strand conformation appears to be preferred in the wide
minor grooves but, simultaneously, rather sparse in other categories. Two
recognized DNA-binding motifs are composed of residues in the mentioned
conformation: β-sheet and β-hairpin [42], where the former one, β-sheet,
is characteristic of the TBP protein family [62]. The decrease of residues
in the β-strand conformation from DS1 to DS2 reflects the TBP character-
istics, although the standing preferences of isoleucine and glycine for this
conformation point to more β-strand–based DNA binding motifs.

Wide and standard minor groove-contacting residues prevalently form
van der Waals interactions, while narrow minor grooves are often contacted
by a hydrogen bond (Figure 3.7). Hydrogen bonds are generally sparsely
observed in the contact featuring wide minor grooves (except for histidine).
Hydrophobic amino acids do not form hydrogen bonds at all, with the ex-
ception of five isoleucine residues which were found to form a hydrogen bond
with a nucleobase in the wide minor groove. It is interesting to note that
the wide minor groove, the protein backbone does not directly interact with
the DNA, while in the standard and narrow minor groove, a non-negligible
portion of arginine and lysine backbone atoms form hydrogen bonds with the
phosphate atoms in the DNA (approximately a sixth of all residues of both
types), while almost a half of all the glycine residues constitute a hydrogen
bond with a nucleobase.

Tyrosine is the only hydrophobic amino acid that was observed forming
hydrogen bonds between the DNA and the residue side chain in substan-
tial numbers. These bonds were observed with the DNA nucleobases and
phosphate groups, as well as with the deoxyribose in the sugar-phosphate
backbone. This particular interaction motif is almost exclusively linked with
the polyproline-II helix.

In the visualization of the superposed contacting residues (Figure 3.8), a
specific side chain orientation or a cluster of orientation is not apparent for
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DS1 dataset DS2 dataset

secondary count in count in count in count in
residue structure std. min. g. wide min. g. std. min. g. wide min. g.

ALA α-helix 8 26 8 14
β-strand 0 10 0 9
others 13 5 12 5
unassigned 12 9 12 8

GLY bend 28 6 27 6
turn 22 7 22 7
β-strand 0 19 0 10
others 13 7 13 4
unassigned 19 6 19 5

ILE β-strand 2 18 2 15
α-helix 4 3 4 1
others 2 2 2 3
unassigned 5 1 5 0

LEU α-helix 4 14 4 6
β-strand 1 8 1 2
others 4 3 4 1
unassigned 2 1 2 0

PHE 3-10-helix 8 2 8 2
α-helix 2 15 2 6
others 5 6 4 2
unassigned 4 12 4 4

TYR α-helix 4 7 4 4
others 9 2 9 2
unassigned 10 1 10 1

VAL β-strand 1 17 1 5
α-helix 3 7 3 5
others 3 2 3 2
unassigned 7 2 7 1

Table 3.3: Secondary structure preferences of hydrophobic amino acids in-
dicated by numbers of observations. Their occurrence in contact with the
narrow minor grooves is minimal or non-existent, thus, the category was
omitted in this table. Ramachandran plots for these amino acids can be
found in Section A.1.
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Figure 3.7: Fractions of amino acids in the given width category which form
a hydrogen bond or a van der Waals interaction with the DNA. Calculated
from all amino acids assigned an interaction by SNAP from the 3DNA suite,
white spaces indicate the absence or extremely low presence of the interacting
amino acid in the respective category.

most of the amino acids. Instead, the superposed residues form a continuous
strip. An exception can be found in the cases of aspartate and glutamate.
These two amino acids tend to cluster near the sugar-phosphate backbone.
As stated above, glutamate is the only non-hydrophobic amino acid linked
with statistically significantly wider minor grooves. However, the interaction
between the phosphate groups of the DNA backbone (where most of minor
groove-contacting glutamate residues can be found) and glutamate residues
has been described as weak [42].

When it comes to the evolutionary conservation of the contacting residues,
the distribution of conservation scores is equivalent for different width cate-
gories but differs between the amino acids. Rather low median conservation
values were found for leucine and histidine, while for glycine, the median
conservation exceeds 0.9. The high conservation score of glycine residues is
not surprising; this amino acid has been demonstrated to show high con-
servation values in many protein families. This is attributed to its ability
to adopt a wider span of possible orientations than other amino acids, thus
acquiring a distinct role in the protein structure. Furthermore, mutating a
glycine residue in an acylphosphatase resulted in increased aggregation speed
while not necessarily affecting the structure or enzymatic activity [63]. Both
of these possible explanations can be applied to the recognition of the DNA
minor groove. The high conservation value observed in this study is probably
a widely observed phenomenon.
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Figure 3.8: Superposition of the contacting residues of each amino acid type.
The displayed dinucleotide step corresponds to the reference dinucleotide
step.
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Feature Information gain [bit]

Pfam ID 0.344
Sequence of the contacted hexamer 0.204
Secondary structure 0.147
Contacting amino acid 0.141
Sequence of the contacted step 0.091
Presence of a hydrogen bond with sugar 0.050
Presence of a hydrogen bond with phosphate group 0.048
Presence of a van der Waals interaction 0.041
Presence of a hydrogen bond with base 0.034

Table 3.4: Information gain corresponding to the different features.

3.6 Amount of information on minor groove
width in the descriptive features

According to the quantifications of information gain (Table 3.4), the differ-
ences in the values attributed to different features are not substantial. The
most information on minor groove width was gained using the Pfam ID of
the domain that contains the contacting residue. The high information gain
score of the Pfam classification may be attributed to the similarities in DNA
readout mechanisms shared by specific families [13, 20]. Interestingly, this
feature reached the highest value of information gain, considering the fact
that less than a half of contacting residues in DS1 was assigned to a particular
domain in the Pfam database.

In terms of information gain, the Pfam ID is followed by the sequence
of the contacted hexamer. The high information gain of this feature is
hardly surprising, as the minor groove width is directly calculated from this
span [56]. Suprisingly, the information gain values of the next two features
show little difference. The contacting amino acid type appears to be tied
with its secondary structure. The lowest information gain was calculated for
the sequence of the contacted step and for the presence of various interactions
between the protein and the DNA.

The next step consisted of training several simple machine learning mod-
els on the data subsets. All used models follow a similar trend of improve-
ments in performance (Figure 3.9, Section A.2). The only discrepancies are
found in fitting the linear regression on data containing both the amino acid
type and side chain orientations, but as only the simplest form of linear
regression was used (with neither polynomial members nor interactions be-
tween members), this model may only be inappropriate for the data.

The high information value of the Pfam ID was observed in this analysis
as well. If models are only given Pfam IDs of the contacting residues, the
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Figure 3.9: Mean square error in Å2 of the minor groove width prediction
for all tested combinations of machine learning models and feature(s) in the
complete DS1. The following abbreviations or codewords are used for dif-
ferent features: const, baseline prediction; step, sequence of the contacted
dinucleotide step; aa, amino acid type of the contacting residue; ss, sec-
ondary structure of the contacting residue; rotamers, side chain orientations;
hexamers-by 2, sequence of the contacted hexamer encoded as a combination
of 3 consecutive dinucleotide steps; contacting, list of contacting amino acids;
interactions, presence of a hydrogen bond with DNA (with nucleobase, sugar
or phosphate group) or a van der Waals interaction; pfam, Pfam ID (protein
families with low population are pooled).
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mean square error of the minor groove width prediction by the best predictor
is decreased approximately 2.5 times in comparison with the baseline error
(Figure 3.9). This is the best improvement a single feature is ever able to de-
liver. The performance of models based on Pfam ID can be further improved
by adding more interface descriptors (both protein and DNA features), show-
ing that the information do not completely overlay (Figure 3.10).

The contacted dinucleotide step sequence does not seem to significantly
affect the DNA shape as it has a low amount of information on the minor
groove width category (Table 3.4) and the prediction based on this feature
is equivalent with random assignment in terms of performance (Figure 3.10).
On the other hand, a significant improvement in performance is achieved
when the contacted step sequence is added to the Pfam ID.

As opposed to the sequence of the contacted step, adding the sequence
of the contacted hexamer to the used features significantly augments the
prediction. Out of the non-artificial features, this is the most informative
one. When combined with Pfam ID, the improvement given by hexamer
sequence surpasses the improvement given by Pfam ID combined with the
step sequence (Figure 3.10).

Despite the information gain associated with the amino acid type and the
secondary structure of the contacting residue being very similar, some models
(namely support vector regression, random forest and the neural network)
based on the secondary structure perform significantly better than the ones
based on the amino acid type. In the culled DS1, however, this difference in
performance was not found. The error produced by models based on either
feature was equivalent. Interestingly, models based on the combination of
the amino acid type and the secondary structure performed better in the
culled DS1 than in the complete DS1.

The information on interactions between the protein and the DNA appear
to overlay with the information about the amino acid type and secondary
structure, as the prediction performance is equivalent and the interaction
information do not improve the performance of a prediction based on step
sequence, amino acid interactions and secondary structures.

On the other hand, the improvement brought about by using the infor-
mation about side chain orientations appears to be negligible. Although the
prediction using only this data is significantly better than random assign-
ment, the amount of information appears to be equivalent to that of the
amino acid type. Moreover, the combination of amino acid type and the side
chain orientation delivered no improvement to the prediction when compared
with the prediction based on the amino acid type alone. This suggests that
the only information provided by the list of dihedral angles is the amino
acid type itself. The performance of models supplied with a list of amino
acids which contact the same hexamer is comparable with the performance
of the models trained on Pfam IDs. This was also observed in the analysis
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Figure 3.10: The number of machine learning algorithms that achieved
a significantly different performance (on a confidence level of 95 %) when
trained on the feature set in the row and when trained on the feature set
in the column. If the corresponding cell is green, every employed machine
learning algorithm achieved significantly different results when trained on
the different feature sets. If the corresponding cell is red, the performances
corresponding to the feature sets were equivalent for every employed model.
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of the effect the sequences of the contacted loci have on the DNA distortion,
where, for example, phenylalanine presence in the same contacted hexamer
correlates with increased width in the vicinity.

Overall, the results point towards a distinct connection between the pro-
tein interface and the minor groove shape. A model trained on features that
describe the protein part of the interface, i.e. contacting amino acid, its
secondary structure, interaction with the DNA and the presence of other
amino acid types in contact with the same hexamer outperform the model
trained only on Pfam IDs (error of the best predictor trained on protein in-
terface descriptors is decreased almost three times in comparison with the
baseline error). Knowing the contacted hexamer sequence further improves
the prediction based on the features of the protein regardless of the model,
suggesting that binding of a distorted minor groove is a complex process
determined by both the DNA sequence and the protein interface properties.

As it can be seen in Figure 3.9, even the best models produce an average
error of approximately 2.0 Å. As all the minor groove width values fall into
the range of 5–22 Å, the unexplained variance is relatively high. No linear
correlation was found between the error in prediction and the R-value or
R-free value (Pearson correlation coefficients never exceeds ±0.05). The cor-
relation between the structure resolution and the error was minimal, or close
to non-existent, too (Pearson correlation coefficients between 0.03 and 0.12).
The error in the prediction does not appear to be linked with the quality of
the source protein structure.

The attempt to predict Pfam ID from the interface properties resulted
in models with maximal validation accuracy of 55 % in the complete DS1
and 70 % in the culled DS1. The culled DS1 contains only populous protein
families, but no unclassified residues, therefore, it should contain clear sig-
nals of the protein families (if present). The best results are achieved when
the amino acid type, the secondary structure and the list of amino acids
in the vicinity are used. Neither the sequence of the contacted DNA (step
or hexamer) nor interactions with the DNA help the prediction of Pfam ID
of the contacting protein domain. The relatively low accuracy scores could
indicate that some protein interface features are used by multiple protein
families. Another explanation of the observed ineffectiveness of the classifi-
cation could be attributed to the combination of a low number of samples
and high number of classes, as the culling of the DS1 cuts the size of the
dataset in half.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

In this work, certain hydrophobic amino acids are shown to be enriched in
the wide minor grooves. Additionally, these amino acids are proved to pref-
erentially contact minor grooves with greater widths when compared other
amino acids. This observation is valid for most of these amino acids (alanine,
glycine, phenylalanine, isoleucine, leucine, valine) even if the residues from
the most populous protein families are not included in the examined dataset.
Instead, alanine, glycine, phenylalanine, isoleucine, leucine and valine can
be considered building blocks of a specific minor groove readout mechanism
which includes DNA deformation.

The enrichment of hydrophobic amino acids in contact with the wide
minor grooves is mostly unaffected by removing the most populous protein
families from the dataset. Consequently, and also due to the fact that there
are no other protein families significantly represented amongst the wide minor
groove-contacting residues, it is possible to conclude that the role of the
hydrophobic amino acids in the recognition of wide minor grooves is not a
family-specific readout mechanism similar to those described in Yang et al.
[20].

The present analysis partially aimed to continue the study conducted by
Rohs et al. [9] both in theme (connection of shape readout and contacting
protein amino acid composition) and in method (large-scale analysis of 3D
structures of protein–DNA complexes). Due to the character of the study, the
specific features of individual protein–DNA complexes were disregarded to
attempt to uncover the general relationship between the minor groove shape
and the composition of the protein interface. From the statistical analysis
of the data, a correlation between hydrophobic amino acid enrichment and
widening of the minor groove is clear.

However, this study does not provide any clues to identify either the cause
or the effect. Based on the acquired data, it is impossible to decide whether a
readout motif rich in hydrophobic residues recognizes a minor groove already
widened as a result of the DNA sequence and its environment, or the readout
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motif causes the minor groove enlargement. Examples of both these possi-
bilities had been observed in previous studies. Extreme minor groove widths
were detected in the vicinity of a hydrophobic residue intercalated into the
DNA helix. These values appear to be the result of the distortion directly
caused by the intercalation. The minor groove of the TATA-box is enlarged
upon binding of the TBP [27, 29]. When the intercalating residues were re-
placed in the TBP and in proteins from the HMG protein family, molecular
dynamics simulations of the protein–DNA complex showed that the DNA
distortion was diminished [27]. The intercalations of hydrophobic residues
were observed in the more flexible AT-rich sequences. However, hydrophobic
residues that intercalate into the helix were observed in DS1 and DS2 rather
as an exception than a rule. On the other hand, an experimental proof was
found that the minor groove shape is one of the keys to recognize a Hox or
a Fis protein binding site and also that a change of the minor groove width
disrupts the binding [30, 31, 64, 65].

The narrow minor groove dimensions can be “read” by a single arginine
side chain [9]. No other amino acid can influence the narrow minor groove
recognition directly in the contacted locus, as there is no more space in the
minor groove available. In the wide minor grooves, however, the possibil-
ity of the contacting amino acids participating in some sort of cooperation
during the readout cannot be dismissed. Even the standard minor grooves
can incorporate certain secondary structure motifs. If the neighboring amino
acids affect each other, it is not apparent from a dataset that consists only
of amino acid–base pair tuples such as DS1 and DS2. The different preva-
lences of secondary structures in the standard and wide minor grooves sug-
gests that multiple amino acids in close proximity take part in the readout
process. The algorithms comparing information in features even place the
secondary structure over the contacting amino acid type in some cases. Fur-
ther investigation of the secondary structure preferences and the respective
minor groove-contacting mechanisms is needed, however, a credible analysis
is impossible with the number of data as low as in DS1 and DS2.

The last type of analysis performed in this work, the estimation of the
information amount in different features and feature combinations, was de-
signed to compare the importance of the features and to validate that no
feature was missed, mirroring the feature selection methods in machine learn-
ing. Nonetheless, the interpretation of the results is far from simple. The
information in two different features can overlay or combine nontrivially; the
improvement that two features bring to the prediction is therefore not ad-
ditive. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the predictors found actual
rules in the data even though a number of protective measures were taken to
achieve the optimal complexity of the predictor and avoid any dependence
on the generalizing abilities of a single model. In my opinion, it is safe and
informative to interpret the trend of improvements observed using multi-
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ple different models while taking the actual performance quantifications in
moderation.

It is the estimation of information in different features that leads me to
believe that the shape readout of the wide minor groove takes place on a
larger scale than a single amino acid residue and that it is a complex process
governed by both the structure and the psysicochemical properties of the
protein interface and by the DNA sequence.

Having the results of this analysis in hand, the next step counld be the
search for the molecular mechanism of the wide minor groove recognition
(experimentally or using a simulation). As both intercalating and non-
intercalating hydrophobic residues were observed in the datasets, I suspect
that more than one mechanism of recognition can be found. Another pos-
sible direction of a follow-up research may include identifying the particular
interaction patterns featuring specific combinations of secondary structures
and amino acid types which were suggested as informative by the machine
learning analysis.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The analysis provided in this work shows that the wide minor grooves of
the DNA preferentially interact with hydrophobic amino acids (except for
tyrosine). For most of the hydrophobic amino acids, namely alanine, glycine,
isoleucine, leucine, phenylalanine and valine, this phenomenon appears to
be independent of the protein family. Multiple different processes could be
hidden behind the correlations observed in this work, yet they are not ex-
plored here. This work also shows other differences between the readout
of the narrow and wide minor grooves, including the prevalent secondary
structures involved, the effect of the sequence of the contacted loci and the
preferred interaction modes with the DNA. A more robust statistical analy-
sis of these features is, however, impossible due to the low amount of data.
The increasing number of 3D structures of protein–DNA complexes in the
PDB could provide an opportunity to analyze the discovered correlations in
greater depth.
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Appendix A

Attachments

A.1 Ramachandran plots
Ramachandran plots for a number of contacting hydrophobic amino acids.
Examples are divided by the contacted minor groove width category and
the type of interaction between the residue and the DNA (as identified by
SNAP). The category further interactions denotes residues that do not create
a hydrogen bond with the DNA and are further than 4 Å from the DNA.
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Figure A.1: Ramachandran plots for contacting alanine residues.
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Figure A.2: Ramachandran plots for contacting glycine residues.
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Figure A.3: Ramachandran plots for contacting isoleucine residues.
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Figure A.4: Ramachandran plots for contacting leucine residue.
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Figure A.5: Ramachandran plots for contacting phenylalanine residues.
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Figure A.6: Ramachandran plots for contacting tyrosine residues.
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Figure A.7: Ramachandran plots for contacting valine residues.
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A.2 Information in features
The following abbreviations or codewords are used: const, baseline predic-
tion; step, sequence of the contacted dinucleotide step; aa, amino acid type
of the contacting residue; ss, secondary structure of the contacting residue;
rotamers, side chain orientations; hexamers-by 2, sequence of the contacted
hexamer encoded as a combination of 3 consecutive dinucleotide steps; con-
tacting, list of contacting amino acids; interactions, presence of a hydrogen
bond with DNA (with nucleobase, sugar or phosphate group) or a van der
Waals interaction; pfam, Pfam ID (protein families with low population are
pooled).

Figure A.8: Mean square error of minor groove width prediction for all
tested pairs of machine learning model and feature (feature combination) in
the culled DS1.
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Figure A.9: Number of machine learning models that achieved significantly
different results in the 10-fold CV of minor groove width prediction on
the confidence level of 95 % in the culled DS1 given when the data from
the corresponding pair of features (feature combinations). Green denotes
“performance of all models was significantly different”, red corresponds to
“performance of all models was equivalent”.
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Figure A.10: Accuracy of minor groove width category prediction for all
tested pairs of machine learning model and feature (feature combination) in
the complete DS1.
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Figure A.11: Number of machine learning models that achieved significantly
different results in the 10-fold CV of minor groove width category pre-
diction on the confidence level of 95 % in the complete DS1 given the data
from the corresponding pair of features (feature combinations). Green de-
notes “performance of all models was significantly different”, red corresponds
to “performance of all models was equivalent”.
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Figure A.12: Accuracy of minor groove width category prediction for all
tested pairs of machine learning model and feature (feature combination) in
the culled DS1.
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Figure A.13: Number of machine learning models that achieved significantly
different results in the 10-fold CV of minor groove width category pre-
diction on the confidence level of 95 % in the culled DS1 given the data
from the corresponding pair of features (feature combinations). Green de-
notes “performance of all models was significantly different”, red corresponds
to “performance of all models was equivalent”.
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Figure A.14: Accuracy of Pfam ID prediction for all tested pairs of machine
learning model and feature (feature combination) in the complete DS1.
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Figure A.15: Number of machine learning models that achieved significantly
different results in the 10-fold CV of Pfam ID prediction on the confidence
level of 95 % in the complete DS1 given the data from the corresponding
pair of features (feature combinations). Green denotes “performance of all
models was significantly different”, red corresponds to “performance of all
models was equivalent”.
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Figure A.16: Accuracy of Pfam ID prediction for all tested pairs of machine
learning model and feature (feature combination) in the culled DS1.
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Figure A.17: Number of machine learning models that achieved significantly
different results in the 10-fold CV of Pfam ID prediction on the confidence
level of 95 % in the culled DS1 given the data from the corresponding
pair of features (feature combinations). Green denotes “performance of all
models was significantly different”, red corresponds to “performance of all
models was equivalent”.
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Appendix B

Publications

In the printed version of the thesis, this headline is followed by the article
“Hydrophobic Amino Acids as Universal Elements of Protein-Induced DNA
Structure Deformation” (see List of publications). However, the article is not
a part of the electronic version of the thesis due to the technical requirements
on the thesis format. It is included as an electronic attachment to the thesis.
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